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What is NASA already
doing on Twitch? 1.

NASA activity on Twitch can be broken down 
into three general categories. 
Re-broadcast of NASA TV

Event coverage

Discussion panel

80 percent of the videos that had a "news" element to them had 
more than 300 views.

50 percent of the videos that could be "evergreen" saw 
more than 300 views.

50 percent of the videos that had elements 
of onscreen "discussion" saw 
more than 300 viewsmore than 300 views

By the numbers:

Content:



How can NASA improve
on Twitch?

2.

All the videos in the past 103 days of broadcasting 
since November 8 that had no chat interaction had 
less than 300 views, and there were 5 of these.
 
That means NASA is missing out on potential 
interactions by not working with the chat. 

Create a Google doc of links to share when certain questions
are asked. 

Practices responses to common questions. 

Remain personable through chat interactions.

Summarize and remind people in the chat
what the subject matter is periodically, for
late arrilate arrivals. 

Areas to expand:

Best practices:

These people are looking for
someone to speak to them. Each
highlighted “NASA” is a call-out. 



How is NASA performing
on twitch?

3.

By the Numbers:
NASA has more than 81k followers on Twitch, which is very good. 
That means there are 81k people who get emails or text alerts 
whenever NASA starts broadcasting.

NASA broadcasting, however, is very erratic, without a consistent 
message. Ames, the center with the most consistent presence, 
averages the best post-broadcast traffic. 



Moving forward 4.

Best practices:

Objective:

Producer works with broadcasting software, 
is in the chat, and directs what happens on screen. 

The cameraperson ensures viewers are watching the 
relevant content in an easily consumable way (ie that 
the microphone is sufficiently close, that framing is good, 
the host is clearly lit, etc.)

Host acts as a conversation coach between scientists, 
grounding them in layman’s terms and reminding the 
audience why this conversation matters. 

1-2 hour livestreams with a newsworthy element perform best on 
the platform. At Goddard, we can use Ames as a model to look at 
what we could be doing, and what we should be doing. 

As a brand, we could use Ames as the center 
for evergreen “discussion” content, and 
Goddard could specialize in “news” content. 

Talent are scientists and engineers that hash out the 
newsworthy info.

Producer

Camera/
source

Host

Talent



Timeline 5.

Before broadcast:
More than 
2 Weeks

2 weeks

1 week

3 days

Producer Identifies livestream purpose and 
available hosts and talent

Producer drafts script and segment questions 
with host for livestream

Producer blocks studio time and confirms 
broadcast schedule with other centers

Producer and videographer identifies b-roll to roll 
over screen during livestream.

Producer identifies possible questions from the 
chat for livestream, and saves responses to 
Google doc. 

[Livestream details are saved in the 
STREAMING > TWISTREAMING > TWITCH > SLUG folder]

Producer and videographer rehearse with host 
and talent(s).

Script is finalized with team.

Any extra equipment is checked 
out by videographer



Timeline 6.

Day of Broadcast:

Before

During

After

Run through livestream topics/segment with team.

Producer works via laptop, running b-roll and 
answering chat questions.

Videographer operates camera equipment, 
ensuring proper professional framing for the web.

Host works with talent to create engaging 
content that flows naturally for 1-2 hours. 

Videographer/producer cuts broadcast clip into 
highlight reel for social distribution.
 
Producer inputs broadcast data. 
[Duration, Audience Reach, Date, etc.] into spreadsheet.



Flow of content 7.

Producer manages 
chat and b-roll

prepared b-roll
Stream filmed 
by videographer

Talent & Host
produce content



In summary 8.

Looking Forward

To find more numbers:

Working on Twitch in the future should involve more Twitch chat
interaction, and a more consistent effort on the behalf of Goddard.

Streams should involve a “newsworthy” element, but face the 
challenge of irregularity. The solution for this might simply be
a “NASA wrap-up” talking about the NASA news of this week. 
While content does not necessarily need to be video-game themed,
it should be coit should be conversational and interactive in nature. 

The Twitch audience is interested in NASA, as evidenced by the 81,000
followers that have generally just come over time. This is a specific
audience, that seeks out science news, rather than the morning 
broadcast that might be seen by any number of people.  

Login to NASA’s Twitch account. 

Go to “Dashboard”

Click “stream sumary”

Select desired stream and desired data



data & interpretations 9.


